NMI 4 Point Webbing: User Instruction Leaflet

To be operated by trained personnel only

Setting up and applying the NMI 4 Point Webbing to secure the wheelchair

1: Attaching Fixed Straps to the front of the wheelchair
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Position the wheelchair with
the floor tracking

Lock Plunger Stud Fittings A
(see Note 1 below to see how
to do this) of Fixed Straps into
tracking in front of the
wheelchair

Separate belt tongue C and
buckle by pressing button D
while pulling apart
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Wrap around appropriate
attachment point on front of
wheelchair and reconnect with
buckle D. Repeat process on
other side of wheelchair

2: Attaching Adjustable Straps to the rear of the wheelchair and securing it from movement
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Separate ends of the
adjustable strap by pulling
velcro patches E apart

To make the belt adjustable
push in F of G and rotate G to
the other end

Insert Plunger Stud Fitting A
into tracking behind the
wheelchair
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Attach karabiners (H) to
manufacturer's recommended
attachment points at the back
of the wheelchair

REMEMBER

Lil You have only secured the wheelchair.
Close G till F engages so the
strap becomes fixed. Repeat
tensioning process on other
side of wheelchair to secure it.

Reattach the loose end of the
strap to the Velcro patch.
Repeat on other strap

The wheelchair occupant must be secured independently.

The wheelchair should not be
able to move

Note 1: Plunger Stud Fitting installation/removal

Attach the webbing devices to
the floor by Inserting the
Plunger Stud Fitting (A) into
the floor tracking

Slide the Plunger Stud Fitting
until plunger B drops into a
hole in the floor tracking. T he
device is now locked in the
floor tracking

Pull loose ended strap K till
webbing is tight and so strap
in front of the wheelchair is
also in tension

To remove pull up Plunger B,
slide Plunger Stud Fitting A till
the unit aligns with the holes
in the track. When aligned the
device can be lifted out
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